It’s Class and Charter Day!!!

Why can you still read?

UPPERCLASSMEN THRILLED, UNDERCLASSMEN CONFUSED BY APPLEWAGON PERFORMANCE
Show promises to be funkier than KDO armpits
By Mr. Sinton ’13
Sonic Mansevants dangling things Dept. (CELESTIAL JELLFEST) Described alternatively as “if Frank Zappa had a baby with someone who insisted that baby get a good liberal arts education” and “Sly & the Family Stoned and Cross-Dressed,” used-to-be-a-big-beat campus band Applewagon will be opening the Class & Charter Day show, since CAB ordered a case of nice beer and ended up with a horrible rapper.
This move, though lauded by upperclassmen nostalgic for non-creepy hook-ups with fresh girls and young Darksiders straight fronin’ for hepatitis credibility, has left many perplexed.
“Fuck good music!” Tim Bro-m’12 aggressively wailed. “Why do I have to wait to hear mashups of pop-songs and then drunkhump to the Neanderthal rhymes of Sammy Adams? Hood recognize hood! We both be reppin’ Beantown!” LOUD WORDS, MOUTHAFUCKKKAAAHHHH!
Many sophomores and freshmen joined the chorus of pre-White Panda bamboodlement. “My entire Dunham quad has no idea who these guys are…” future Bundy resident Paul Bennett ’14 kvetchied. “They have a Myspace and look like Brooklyn. One is wearing a dress!”
Other youngins were ecstatic. “My entire Dunham quad has no idea who these guys are?” future Major resi-dent Ben Paullett ’14 jizzed. “They have a Myspace and look like Brooklyn! ONE IS WEARING A DRESS!”
Seniors universally expressed their excitement. “This Strazyfreak is DTF” and gonna be Burnin’ The Candle! Bring it, FruitCart!!!” Julia Cho ’11 shuddered only thirty minutes after her thesis presentation was over. Further research indicates that said candle may be vernacular for some sort of marijuana delivery device.
When reached for comment, lead singer Dave Mo-oney ’09 was naked.
“Both claimants to be ‘repin’ beantown,’ like most kids using any variation of that statement on the hill, are actually rippin’ Beeton’s 45-minute commuter radius. Yay, Asten!
“Down To Funk, Jazz, what were you thinking?”

CUTE ANIMALS SAYING TERRIBLE THINGS

Kitten: I’m sorry about Dresden.
“Yeah, but seriously, I support the bombing of citi-zens. Really though, Gadhafi knows what’s best for his people. Human rights are colonialist.
Dead Man’s Ale or Dead Man tail?

Lion 1: America staged Osama bin Laden’s death. Tispac helped.
Lion 2: I hear Cer-Lo wrote “Fuck You” about Kate Middle-tton.

Pug: Alcohol-ism is a disease only so much as necrophilia is.

Dead Man’s Ale or Dead Man tail?

Jesus is a 1,978 yr-old, Jewish zombie. I can’t think of a more terrifying combina-tion.
So is Joe Lieberman.

Baby Seal: It isn’t bestiality if I like it.
Antarctica has no age of consent. She fears you. And if she doesn’t, she should because that makes her more safe.

Terrific Animals Saying Cute Things

Rabid Canine: I WUVVVV YOU <3 -<3!

JELLO STOCKS SHOT UP AFTER STUDENTS STOCK UP ON JELLO SHOTS

Rather than be sober enough to do on-the-spot reporting this Class and Charter Day, The Duel has decided to once more leverage the power of madlibz*.

CLASS AND CHARTER DAY: TRAGEDY STRIKES

Administration expresses condolences to ________, vows never to let students _______ in the ________ (noun) ________ (expletive) ________ (verb) ________ (noun)

While _______ing lines of _______ off others’ ________ (noun) ________ (expletive) ________ (verb) ________ (noun)

Hundred of students joined in ________ (noun) ________ (expletive) ________ (verb) ________ (noun)

of Kevin Spacey ’12 and Franklin Pnutetunia ’11 from an enormous steaming ________ (noun) ________ (expletive) ________ (verb) ________ (noun)

congealed ________s and ________ unicorn kidneys.

“I was _______!” ________ (noun) ________ (expletive) ________ (verb) ________ (noun)

“Dorn To Funk, Jazz, what were you thinking?”

That poor ________ (noun) ________ (expletive) ________ (noun)

through its ________ (noun) ________ (expletive)

He added, “I’ll never be able to ________ in a urinal again in my life!”

President of Sigma Phi ________ (Shibbly! It’s a secret) ________ (noun) ________ (expletive) ________ (verb)

in your ________ (noun) ________ (expletive) ________ (verb) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) ________ (noun) __________________________

Is not to be confused with the highly trademarked game Mad Libs.
"Note: Every space can also be filled with "poop" or an appropriate form of "poop," like "poopface" or "poopastic"
**Dyslexic Word Jumble**

Sassafras  _ _ _ _ _ f  
Jabberwocky  _ _ _ _ _  _  
Elephant  _ _ _ _ _  _  
Word  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
Racecar  _ _ _ _ _ _  _  
Insensitive  _ _ _ _ _ _  

**Going to Hell  _ _ _ _ _ H e l l**

**Quiz: Just How Drunk Are You?**

By Ms. Ryder ’11

1. What time did you wake up this morning?
   a. 8:30—gotta get up early for my last day of classes!
   b. Wake up? I’m still going from last night!
   c. 8:30—gotta get up early for my last day of classes!

2. How much have you had to drink?
   a. Several cups of coffee, a Monster energy drink, and pride.
   b. The tally marks on my arm written in human blood say 14.
   c. Well, I didn’t drink alcohol… but I did inject it into my bloodstream via hypo-
      dermic syringe…

3. Who does this person look like to you?
   a. Diane Keaton, I LOVE. Something’s Gotta Give!
   b. JOOOOANIE!
   c. It looks like a pirate robot alien with three heads, but that might be the acid talking.

4. Where are you?
   a. Watching HamTrek! I love seeing everybody in their running shoes!
   b. I honestly don’t know.
   c. Death Valley, but I’m hallucinating that I’m in Clifton.

5. What time is it right now?
   a. Time for me to go to the library to get a head-
      start on exams!
   b. SHOTGUN O’CLOCK!
   c. If you think about it, time is really a social con-
      struct propagated by Rush Limbaugh and Campus Safety and soup.

If you got mostly As:
   Seriously, did you have a presentation today or something? WHY ARE YOU STONE COLD SOBER? DRINK SOMETHING RIGHT NOW!!!!

If you got mostly Bs:
   Dude, you are so wasted. Congratulations.

If you got mostly Cs:
   Considering the number of drinks you’ve had today is significantly lower than the number of drugs you’re on right now, you might want to take a chill pill. Yes, the pun was int-
   ended, and yes, I am ashamed of myself for writing it.

**Articles We Wish We Wrote**

Lesley Ryder: Hamilton College Invaded by Earthworms: President Stewart declares state of emerg-

cency

James Grebey: We, as the pinnacle of journalistic integrity, should have covered more sensitive topics. For instance, Take Back the Night. We’re going to take the night back, regardless of whether the right consents to being taken back or not… err, wait, shut.

John Bondreau: Bin Laden Dead, Administration Scrabbles to Find New Commencement Speaker

Andy Schnacky: The Time When it Hurt When I Peed: An Odyssey to the Health Center

Andrew Robinson: Daily Ball Staff Replaced by Monkey in Top Hat: “Mr. Bobo” draws praise for ironic flair, ability to write words

Colin Hostetter: Hamilton Administration Discovers Gangsta Rap

John Johnson: Proper Teabagging Technique: How to Dip for the Most Satisfying Beverage

Brittany Tomkin: Face-Off: Pop Rocks and Coke On Your Penis: A Bad Idea?

John Kennedy: Guys, Seriously, I’ve Seen Books: A pleading editorial from the Layout Editor

Chip Sinton: Administration: Institutes Smart and Successful Alcohol Policy. Get It? It’s Satire.

**Turned Around Titles**

By Ms. Tomkin ’12

The 2010-2011 academic year has boasted many events that have made headlines and stirred controversy on the Ham-

tilton campus. This Duel Observer lists some of the most notable headlines and controversies of the past few months.

- Poster community responds to defacing of rainbows
- Delta Chi raffles cancer to raise money
- Case of Keystone puts a civil but dishonest Hamilton student in a bar for the night
- Bon Appétit input adds new ingredient: students

**Recipes?**

**Happy C&C Day!**